
L I N W O O D

Curtains & Blinds



Introducing our 
fabrics for curtains 
and blinds

Linwood is well-known for its upholstery fabrics, 
but did you know that many of our ranges are also 
ideal for curtains, too? 

Join us on a journey through some of our designs… 
Louis 
from Belleville

Large Scale 
is Back 

Belleville  
This stunning linen collection reinterprets bold botanicals 
for contemporary tastes. With a gorgeous soft handle, this 
range lends itself to the most perfect curtains and blinds.



Miji from Belleville 

Kahanu from Belleville 



Astraea 
from Cosmos 

Glamorous Through 
and Through

Selene from Cosmos

Cosmos  
A desirable collection of jacquards and silk weaves with a subtle 
air.  Available in a refined palette of grey, indigo, silver and pink, this 
collection offers a relaxed but sophisticated look for curtains.



Uhura from Fable 
Jungle Rumble from Tango

Fable  
Myths and legends inspired Linwood’s 
creative team to create this adventurous 
collection of fabrics. Fable can be used for 
both curtains and upholstery, each design 
would confidently stand alone, but can be 
mixed and matched for impact.

Tango  
Ideal for statement window dressings, 
this collection features large-scale 
tropical prints with floral accents. 
The chosen colour palette is fresh and 
vibrant, and the designs are printed 
onto premium cotton velvet and 
lighter linens.



Arcadia
What could be more English than this country fabric collection? 
Based on archival artworks, Arcadia designs are all in timeless 
colours with a lovely soft feel. Printed in England on a linen 
blend, this collection is ideal for upholstery and curtains.
 

Prisma
Drawing upon the vibrant 
motifs we’ve discovered 
on our travels, this range 
of multicoloured weaves is 
made from a mix of linen 
and cotton yarns to create 
an indulgent collection of 
textured fabrics for 
upholstery and heavy 
weight curtains.

Cranbourne 
from Arcadia

Adama from Prisma

Forever
Style



Juno  
Available in a comprehensive palette of more than 100 
colours, Juno is our standout range of plain weaves for 
upholstery, curtains and blinds. Made by our trusted 
Italian mill, this stain resistant linen blend has a textural 
quality that feels smart and contemporary.  

Delta II
The elegant simplicity of this plain cotton collection makes it 
ideal for curtains. There are 43 colours to choose from, ranging 
from neutrals to a selection of impactful bright shades.

Midnight
from 
Delta II

Mantis from JunoTonal Colour



Omega 
Sumptuous collection of plain velvets, available in an almost 
endless colour palette. Made in Italy, this well-priced velvet 
feels like cotton but is actually made from polyester. It 
works beautifully for upholstery and curtains.

Java from 
Omega Prints II

Pure 
Indulgence

Omega Prints I & II  
From modern through to classical, customers can now 
choose from more than 30 gorgeous styles of printed 
velvets. Each design is printed onto our soft Omega velvet, 
so drapes beautifully for curtains.

Teal from Omega 



For more information 
please visit

linwood.com


